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Optimizing the lever propelling system for manual wheelchairs
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Abstract. The article concerns the optimization of manual wheelchairs with a lever propelling system. Lever-driven manual wheelchairs are
a promising wheelchair group, however they still need to be improved in order to compete successfully with classic manual push rim-driven
wheelchairs. Also, despite all manual wheelchairs human work eﬃciency during propulsion plays an important role, there is not enough
research carried out that would focus on this problem regarding lever-driven wheelchairs. The research, presented in this paper, according to
the authors’ intention, is to make this knowledge gap smaller. The article describes an analytical optimization method for adjusting important
lever-drive system parameters – levers length and its axis of rotation position – to individual human anthropometry. The method is based on
experimental data regarding maximum human push capabilities acquired in another study. The optimized parameters’ values were determined
after assessment of maximum human expendable energy during a single work phase (pushing the levers). As a result of this study authors
determined optimal levers length and their axis of rotation position for a 50 percentile French male. The carried out research shows also,
that the suboptimal area for positioning the levers axis of rotation is relatively wide.
Key words: wheelchair, levers, lever-drive, optimization, propulsion, pushing.

1. Introduction
From all kinds of manual wheelchairs the most popular used
today are push-rim driven manual wheelchairs [1]. The nature
of the propelling system used in these wheelchairs is already
well examined from various points of interest – propelling
arm move pattern [2], limb joint dynamics [3], biomechanics and physiology of the propulsion process [4]. Yet there is
another wheelchair group that some scientists believe, if sufﬁciently developed, may signiﬁcantly improve the quality of
motion and thus quality of life of handicapped people, [5–6]
– these are lever-driven wheelchairs. There are various existing designs and patents of this type of wheelchairs already
carried out. We can divide them into 3 groups according to
their design: classic wheelchairs with an attached single lever
that propels both wheels [7–8], classic wheelchairs with back
wheels replaced by wheels with integrated levers [9–11] and
ﬁnally specially designed wheelchairs with lever-mechanisms
ﬁxed to the wheelchair frame [12–16]. Main advantages of all
lever wheelchairs are: their mechanical advantage [5], constant
contact of palm with the lever that strongly reduces the risk
of hand injury during propulsion, allowing humans to exert
force in a more ergonomic and mechanical eﬃcient direction
in comparison to classic push rim wheelchairs [4].
Existing lever-driven wheelchair designs diﬀer strongly in
proposed lever lengths and their axis of rotation placement in
correspondence to a human position on the wheelchair. These
diﬀerences aﬀect strongly wheelchairs mechanical eﬃciency
as well as their ability to allow humans to exert force in an ergonomic direction. Similar and already examined issue, occurs
for classic wheelchairs – parameters like seat height diﬀer between designs and aﬀect strongly human performance during
propulsion [17]. Therefore describing these diﬀerences with
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parameters and optimizing their values can strongly improve
existing and future lever-driven wheelchairs independently of
their speciﬁc designs. The aim of this paper is to present a
method for optimizing lever length and its axis of rotation position in correspondence to a human shoulder joint position
taking account of individual biomechanical characteristics of
human anthropometry. This goal is carried out with the use
of an analytical optimization method which is based on experimental data.

2. Methods
In the discussed wheelchair type the power generated by human upper extremities is transmitted to the wheelchairs mechanical drive through a lever system. As previously mentioned the spatial location of the axis of rotation of the lever
and its length is under consideration in this work. The issue
of optimizing these parameters values was transformed into a
task of constrained optimization. A solution of the task can be
found either with an experimental or experimental-analytical
method. The experimental method consists of measuring the
human fatigue caused by propelling a lever wheelchair with
variously deﬁned spatial location of the axis of rotation of the
lever and its length. In this method the key elements are:
a) Creation of a test stand that allows varying the spatial position of the axis of rotation of the lever and its length
and applying loads on the lever (simulating resistance to
motion) for the given motion conditions;
b) Fatigue assessment.
The aim of this method would be deﬁning parameters values (parameters described in point a) in a way which would
guarantee human fatigue minimization.
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The second possible is the analytical approach. This approach is a subject of here presented article. Authors formulated an optimization task with following simplifying assumptions:
• the velocity of lever motion is not taken into consideration;
• the development of the fatigue process in time doesn’t
change the optimal values of analyzed parameters;
• the solutions of here presented optimization are independent of load value on the lever;
• out of the whole human work during human-wheelchair
interaction only the part associated with pushing the levers
is used for wheelchair propulsion.
The authors based their method of solving the task on
a heuristic rule stating that the most ergonomic position of
human arm while generating the force, so the one that causes least fatigue, is the one in which the possible human arm
generated force is maximum.
As a consequence of accepting the presented rule the optimization criteria was deﬁned as maximum energy that human
arm can expend according to the general equation (1):
Z
W = F~ · ~s = F~ · d~s,
(1)

tend to determine these maximum forces during experimental measurement of individuals. Researchers concluded, that
these values of forces vary strongly depending on the carried
out activity and a human arm position while conducting the
given task. Therefore, for a given task, in this case pushing
the levers, maximum push forces that human can expend vary
strongly with human arm position. In this paper, it was decided to beneﬁt from experimental-analytical research in which
the relation between maximum human expendable arm force
while pushing and human arm position was described with
mathematical formulas applicable for the entire human arm
reachable area.
The value of human arm push force in presented optimization method is calculated with use of Eqs. (2) and (3)
incorporated from a foreign study [24].
Fmp = 0.07584 · Fp · (sin 1, 3 · (q7 + 65◦ )
+2.333) · (sin 3 · (q5 + 28◦ ) + 4.835)
·(sin 2.3 · (q1 + 33.5◦ ) + 9.466)

(2)

·(sin 2 · (q2 + 22 ) − 4.646)
◦

·(sin(q3 − 50◦ ) − 4.24849),

C

where W – energy expended by the human arm during a single work (push) phase; F~ – human arm push force vector
(varies with arm position); ~s – hand displacement vector; C
– path traversed by the human hand; d~s – position vector.
It is important to notice that in (1) force F changes with
lever motion (change in lever position implies change in human arm position). The relation between force and human
arm position can be described by mathematical equations derived from experimental data with use of regression analysis. Since this article beneﬁts from such equations, therefore
here presented analytical optimization method is in fact an
experimental-analytical method.
Authors assume that in here discussed lever wheelchair
the integration trajectory C will always be a part of a circle, that will vary only with change in position of the axis of
rotation of the lever and lever length.
Therefore deﬁning maximum human arm push forces as
a function of various arm position becomes a vital issue.
2.1. Force component – the human arm push force vector.
In the assumed lever-driven wheelchair concept the wheelchair
is propelled by pushing levers by human arms. Performing optimization of wheelchairs design parameters requires knowledge of force, that human can expend while pushing levers.
The issue of describing maximum human expendable forces
with use of upper extremities is a complex problem. There
was a lot of research carried out which aimed to ﬁnd maximum human expendable forces while conducting diﬀerent
tasks with use of upper extremities, for example performing
hand grip [18–22] or using a screwdriver [23]. Most authors
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Fp = 1 + 0.18 · cos(0.5 · q4 ) + 0.435 · sin q6
−0.3724 · cos2 (0, 5 · q4 )
−0.669 · cos(0.5 · q4 ) · sin q6

(3)

−1.022 · sin2 q6 .
In these equations force value is derived directly from
human arm position in 3D which is described basing on a
simpliﬁed human arm model consisting of 3 rigid bodies corresponding to arm, forearm, palm and 3 joints allowing motion that can be described with 7 Degrees of Freedom (DOFs:
shoulder joint – 3 DOFs, elbow and wrist joints – 2 DOFs
each). In Eqs. (2) and (3) variables from q1 to q7 represent
these 7 DOFs. The simpliﬁed arm model along with possible
arm motion in the incorporated model are presented in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Simpliﬁed 7 DOF human arm model. Assumptions: shoulder joint – 3 DOFs, joints between arm-forearm and forearm-palm
– 2 DOFs each
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Fig. 2. Deﬁnitions and example values of possible arm motion in the analyzed human arm model. Each of DOFs is corresponding to
parameters from q1 to q7

Equations (2) and (3) were derived from experimental data [24] and describe maximum human arm push force values.
In her experiment the push force was assumed to be parallel to the forearm. The experiment which provided necessary
data was carried out on 12 young males (aged 26–31, mean
28.8 years) who were 172–185 cm high (mean 176.8 cm) and
weighed from 62 to 89 kg (mean 73 kg). Each of the subjects
was asked to expend maximum push force in 24 deﬁned positions for 3 seconds. As a result Roman-Liu acquired knowledge about 24 maximum push force values in 3D space. Next
step of her study was to ﬁnd equations based on 7 variables
(7 DOFs of the human arm model) that would mathematically connect information about the force values and human
arm spatial orientation. The results given by Roman-Liu are
the already mentioned Eqs. (2) and (3) based on trigonometric functions. The Spearman’s correlation coeﬃcient between
the push force values acquired in her experiment and developed equations was calculated and equals to 0.94. The mean
maximum push force for each of the 24 human arm positions
from both experimental data and results acquired from Eqs.
(2) and (3) are presented in Fig. 3.
It is worth mentioning, that using relatively small sample
size (12 persons) for deriving formulas (2) and (3) does not
limit the range of applicability of the here presented optimization method. The spread of maximum push forces inside the
analyzed sample expressed by the standard deviation was high
and achieved levels of 25–30% of mean value. In the given
issue, optimizing wheelchair parameters individually requires
deriving formulas (2) and (3) for each wheelchair user, which
will probably cause slight diﬀerences when compared to the
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 60(4) 2012

above presentedF. In this article the discussed formulas (2)
and (3) are derived from averaged data and where used for
demonstration of results that can be achieved with use of here
presented optimization method.

Fig. 3. Comparison of maximum push force values gathered in the
experiment (Fexper – circles) and estimated from Eqs. (2) and (3)
(Ftheor red rectangles). On the x axis 24 arm positions are listed,
on the y axis corresponding maximum push force values are visible [24].

2.2. Adapting 3D arm model to a 2D levers’ work plane.
Since in a lever-driven manual wheelchair levers move only forwards and backwards on the sagittal plane, the authors
decided to perform an analysis in 2D instead of 3D. Thus
in the above presented human arm model certain assumptions regarding its parameters’ values were made. Firstly, that
q1 = q3 = q5 = 0◦ which assured that arm movement takes
795
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place on the desired plane (diﬀerent combinations of these
values allow deﬁning all planes in 3D space). Secondly, that
q6 = q7 = 0◦ , which assured that no wrist movement is allowed (this assumption makes lever propulsion system more
healthy and accessible to a wider handicapped people group).
Thirdly, q2 and q4 were left variable – these parameters guarantee that all points located in human arms’ range on the
desired plane are reachable. Presented assumptions limited
somewhat this methods application but at the same time allowed creation of a schema of the analyzed work plane which
is presented in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5. Maximum push force values on the analyzed work plane (calculated in the area enclosed by green broken lines in Fig. 4). Point
(0;0) – shoulder joint position; x [mm] – horizontal distance between
shoulder joint and palm (values less than 0 indicate that the palm
is situated behind the shoulder joint); y [mm] – vertical distance
between shoulder joint and palm (values less than 0 indicate that
the palm is situated under the shoulder joint); Fmp [N] – maximum
expendable push force value as a function of palm position

Fig. 4. Schema of the analyzed work plane and a lever-driven wheelchair model. Legend: R – shoulder joint position and origin of the
XY coordinate system; O – levers axis of rotation position; A – levers
end; |OA| - levers length; D – exemplary palm position; brown lines
– exemplary arm and forearm position; area enclosed by green broken lines – human arm reachable area; grey lines – 2 extreme lever
positions; violet arc – arc spanned by the levers end; yellow line –
hand movement pattern when pushing the lever; blue rectangle –
analyzed area for placement of levers axis of rotation

2.3. Maximum push force values on the analyzed work
plane. Maximum push force values were calculated taking
into account values of q2 and q4 derived from human arm
movement capabilities and rational boundaries. The assumed
values were q2 in range (−10◦; 90circ ) and q4 in range (0◦ ;
140◦). One boundary of the q2 variable was chosen as −10◦
according to authors observation of manual wheelchair users
during their regular movement – it seems that handicapped
people rarely achieve values lower than −10◦ . The other
boundary, (90circ) was chosen in order to inhibit repeatable
expending of push force with the palm located over the shoulder join as it causes very high physical strain. Limitations of
q4 variable where determined by the anatomical limitations
of human forearm movement [25]. Moreover in this paper
all calculations were performed for a 50 percentile French
male, hence arm and forearm lengths taken into consideration where respectively 32.84 cm and 27.14 cm. The result of the calculations is presented in Fig. 5. White color
on the graph indicates, that the desired position was out of
reach of the human arm model. Edges of the reachable area
are not smooth due to discretization of the analyzed work
plane.
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2.4. Human-expendable energy calculation. As previously
mentioned, the optimization method in this paper is based on
knowledge of the human-expendable energy in a single push
phase. The quantity of this energy was ﬁrst given by equation
(1). With the assumptions presented above this equation was
developed into equation (4) which allowed calculating the desired energy values for optimization of the wheelchairs lever
propulsion system.
Wxlhoi yoj

=

anZ
(lh ,β)

Fmp (q2 , q4 )

a1 (lh ,β)

(4)

· cos(q2 + q4 − 90◦ ) · lh · sin βdβ
Wxlhoi yoj – maximum energy transfer in a single stroke with
previously deﬁned levers axis of rotation position O(xo, yo)
and levers length (lh ); O = {o1, o2, . . . , ok} – set of analyzed
levers’ axis of rotation positions, there were 224 positions analyzed (combinations of xo and yo, in Fig. 4 blue rectangle limits the analyzed positions of O); Xo = {xo1, xo2, . . . , xoi} =
{90, 110, 130, 150, 170, 190, 210, 230, 250, 270, 290, 310,
330, 350} – set of coordinates describing levers’ axis of rotation position horizontally [mm] in correspondence to shoulder joint position, according to authors knowledge this range
of values can represent the range of possible horizontal axis
placement in existing lever-driven wheelchairs. Since in some
designs lever and back wheel axes of rotation are coincident
and wheelchair users usually have their shoulder joint positioned slightly behind the axis, thus authors assumed that
levers’ axis of rotation in this study will not be closer than 90
mm to the shoulder joint. The second limit of 350 mm was
derived from the fact that often the wheelchairs frame shape
inhibits designers will to place the axis of rotation more to
the front; Y o = {yo1, yo2, . . . , yoj} = {−500, −520, −540,
−560, −580, −600, −620, −640, −660, −680, −700, −720,
−740, −760, −780, −800} – set of coordinates describing
levers’ axis of rotation position vertically [mm] in corresponBull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 60(4) 2012
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dence to shoulder joint position, according to authors knowledge this range of values can represent the range of possible
vertical axis placement in existing lever-driven wheelchairs;
β – angle describing levers position, analyzed angles where
in range of 103◦, in Fig. 4 the violet arc spanned between 2
grey lines – boundary lever positions – has to go through the
whole area limited by green dotted line – the range of palm
motion. To meet this condition, for every analyzed point O,
the angle range should be 103◦ . It is important to understand
that this does not mean that in each push phase the lever
is rotated for 103◦; L = {l1, l2, . . . , lh} = {390, 420, 450,
480, 510, 540, 570, 600, 630, 660} – set of 10 analyzed
levers’ lengths [mm], this range of values was chosen according to authors knowledge of existing lever-driven wheelchairs;
A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} – set of points corresponding to palms
positions when pushing the lever (function of levers’ length L
and levers’ position described by O and β, during each push
phase there were 51 palms positions considered, in Fig. 4
point A is the ﬁrst of 51 considered palms positions). The
amount of 51 palms positions considered comes from the discretization assumed during mathematical calculations.
The above equation describes the phenomena of human
arm pushing a lever with palm moving from point a1 to an ,
where a1 is the ﬁrst and an is the last reachable point. Applying maximum possible push force Fmp over arc spanned
between these points generates measurable energy transfer.
As previously stated, some of the geometric parameters in
the energy calculation process were limited according to authors knowledge of lever-driven wheelchairs. This limitation
can hinder the instant use of presented results for some speciﬁc lever-driven wheelchairs. However, this should not be a
major problem since it is possible to change the range of analyzed variables if necessary. By analogy, the method allows
changing previously assumed limits of human arm motion
(parameters q2 and q4 ) to adjust them to a speciﬁc biomechanical limitations of a disabled individual.

3. Results
Results of the performed calculations are presented in Figs.
6, 7 and 8. Figure 6 is divided into 10 sub-graphs where all
calculated energy values are presented: each of the sub-graphs
is showing various maximum human-expendable energy as a
function of lever axis of rotation position for a ﬁxed lever
length (10 sub-graphs are corresponding to 10 analyzed lever
lengths).
Figure 7 was created according to a following algorithm:
ﬁrstly, choose 1 lever axis of rotation position, secondly, compare 10 values (derived from 10 lever lengths) of energy associated with this position, thirdly, choose the highest of this
values, show it on the graph and repeat from the beginning
for another lever axis of rotation position.
According to the assumed optimization criteria an optimal combination of parameters is the one that guarantees the
highest of all maximum human-expendable energy (highest
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value in Fig. 7). This requirement is met by a combination
of parameters: lever axis of rotation moved 350 mm in front
(x = 350) of and 740 mm under (y = −740) the shoulder
joint along with the levers’ length 600 mm (l = 600).

4. Discussion
Here presented optimization process provides information not
only about a single optimal combination of analyzed parameters, but also about the possible suboptimal combinations.
As presented in Fig. 6, for every lever length there is a certain suboptimal area for levers axis of rotation placement. If
we agree that it is the red and dark-red-colored area (submaximum energy values), then it is possible to say that there
are many ‘good’ positions of lever axis of rotation for every
lever length. This knowledge can be useful in a lever-driven
wheelchair construction process.
On the other hand, Fig. 7 shows that regardless lever
length, the further from the shoulder joint is the levers axis of
rotation positioned, the better. The highest calculated energy
values occur when x = 350 or close to it, which could incite to
perform further calculations with higher x values. However,
as already mentioned, authors ﬁnd the conﬁnes of this study
reﬂecting the present day needs of lever-driven wheelchair designs. If a designer ﬁnds it reasonable, it is always possible
to enhance this methods limits.
Figure 8 was created in order to present the diﬀerences
between maximum and minimum energy values for 10 ﬁxed
lever lengths. This comparison shows that a lot of improvement can be made in positioning lever axis of rotation for
every lever length, f. e. if we analyze the shortest lever – 390
mm – we can show that the diﬀerence between maximum and
minimum energy values is way over 100%. At the same time
we can observe that the diﬀerences between maximum energy values for all lever lengths are very small, not higher than
10%. This fact brings us to a conclusion that lever length is
not a key factor in lever wheelchair design optimization if we
manage to position the levers axis of rotation properly.
However, before applying results shown in this analyze
one must always remember, that it was prepared for a 50 percentile French male, which means that there were certain arm
and forearm lengths assumed. It is obvious that for diﬀerent
anthropometric parameters, this analyze will be false. Luckily, here presented method allows adapting to such diﬀerences.
When one is willing to use this method f.e. for 10 percentile
Dutch male, all he must do is adjust the methods parameters
to the speciﬁc human anthropometry. In the method it is also
possible to change the limits of human arm movement (parameters q2 and q4 ) proposed by the authors, which can help
adjusting the calculations to speciﬁc abilities of wheelchair
users. Wheelchair designers willing to limit or enhance the
possible lever rotation angle can also proﬁt from adjusting
parameter β according to their desires. Similar changes can
be proposed if a certain lever length (parameter L) or lever
axis of rotation position (parameters xo and yo) are desired.
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Fig. 6. Maximum energy transfers in a single stroke for 10 lever lengths and various levers axis of rotations position
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Fig. 7. Maximum energy transfer in a single stroke for various levers axis of rotation positions and diﬀerent levers lengths (10 lever lengths
for each axis of rotation position where considered, from these 10 results for each axis of rotation position the biggest energy transfer is
shown; this graph does not indicate what was the levers length which allowed here presented energy transfer)

Fig. 8. Comparison between maximum and minimum energy values that human can expend in a single push faze for 10 lever lengths with
various position of lever axis of rotation

Results from the optimization method presented in this paper can be a guideline for lever-driven wheelchair designers.
However before fully accepting them, an experimental validation of these results should be performed. Authors present
day aim is to construct a test stand that will allow verifying
here presented ﬁndings.
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